Levidio 5 New Presentation Video templates Review Secrets to
Create Studio Quality Video in Seconds Without Soft, Designer.
If any company who is looking for the easy and efficient method to produce
high-quality videos, with no need for complicated programming or editing skills,
Levidio Volume 5 is what they need.
If any company who is looking for the easy and efficient method to produce high-quality videos, with
no need for complicated programming or editing skills, Levidio Volume 5 is what they need.March
17, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- According to some actual research from marketing experts, 71% of
marketers say video conversion rates outperform other marketing content in that people found out
85% of people are more likely to buy a product after watching a video and thereby increase revenue
for the advertising agency.
It is undeniable that video is super vital for any digital business. Having a video, especial a
high-quality video is mandatory for any advertising campaign. The video must contain eye-catching
graphics, videos and well-made designs to boost a massive conversion due to the more and more
difficult of human's visual demand. Customers are more likely to turn to a new page and leave the
offer video, sale video in some first few second if the video's content consist of plain and unattractive
thing to their opinion.
Click here to see Levidio 5 Presentation Video Demo.
That why marketer needs to create video with a solid presentation. However, it's usually not easy to
create one with those quality without having to hire a expensive, pro video developer and dealing
with complicated, unaffordable software. Fortunately, in an attempt to solve all these problem,
Maulana Malik and Ilham Zulkarnain have created a Powerpoint Explainer/Presentation Video
templates called Levidio 5 that enable anyone to design professional video design in minutes.
Levidio 5 Suite is the World's Most simplified Video Creation collection letting anyone to produce
professional video design in moments. It is comprised of 36 Professional video templates, where
people can take their ideas from inspiration to creation. It is designed for online advertiser to take
over video marketing on any devices and platforms. The most useful function is that users can
export their video to FULL High Definition Quality without extra plugin needed.
Levidio vol.5 Collection prepared to assist people to produce studio quality video for business,
youtube, product advertising, e-commerce, Instagram video, Instagram stories, video advertisement,
WhatsApp clips and any other video marketing demand. People can make video in 10 minutes OR
LESS using just powerpoint thereby increase conversion and sales.
Here is how Levidio 5 video template function in a three steps procedure:
Step 1 select from the tested high converting designed templates: with over 9 years of online
business experience, Maulana Malik and Ilham Zulkarnain understand how to make video that
converts and bring real outcomes.
Step #2 customize: Levidio volume 5 is very straightforward. Although Maulana Malik and Ilham
Zulkarnain have made several popular niches in their templates, users can still edit it to fit their
personal niche.
Step #3 export to full high definition video: Ultimately, people can export their video to 1080p full hd
quality video directly from their PowerPoint without further plugin needed.
People just need to open PowerPoint 2013 or above, click and replace with their content, LEVIDIO
work in PowerPoint for Windows and Mac. Some effects the product creator have provided might
won't probably function without Microsoft Office 2013, but the graphic is 100% the same.
Microsoft Office 2013 is recommended to use as it has more features than others. However, people
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still can use Levidio vol5 at its best even though they use other softwares, Levidio works best with
PowerPoint 2013, if using office 2007 or 2010 it still function; however, some of its effect and layout
will not working correctly.
This video template is ideal for:
oE-Commerce: Make e-commerce store promo 10 times better
oTeeSpring: Make Tee-spring promo campaign more attractive
oInstagram Marketer: Create better promotional banner and stand out from the rests
oYoutube Content Creator: Get more views utilizing well-made thumbnail, cover graphics and
attractive clips.
oAffiliate Marketer: Complete promotion tool using high-quality video
oMobile Marketer: Dominate video mobile market
oCPA Marketer: Make the promotion more attractive using studio quality video
Concerned reader may find more specific information in Levidio 5 Powerpoint Explainer Video
Review and Demo.
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